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On your sticky note…

• Who are you?
• What do you know about social impact?
• Why did you choose this session?
What's your social impact?

SCAN ME
Social Impact at Lynn U

- [https://www.lynn.edu/academics/individualized-learning/social-impact-lab](https://www.lynn.edu/academics/individualized-learning/social-impact-lab)
- Social Impact Lab
- Social Impact Task Force
- Minor in Social Entrepreneurship
- Ambassador Corps
- Student Impact Leadership Organization (SILO)
- Watson Lab
- UN Millennium Changemakers
How can we help pre-service teachers to be aware of social issues within their classrooms?
What made this social impact project powerful?
How can you implement social impact in your curriculum?
New ways to educate

• View social impact as action research
• Student-driven, professor facilitated
• Brainstorm social issues in your workplace
• Classify these into broad topics
• Develop a social impact PLC
• Create a mission statement
• Evolve with iterations of the plan
Thank you for coming!
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